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Maplesaga cleric training guide

This guide is updated as of the last patch of GMS: Maplestory attack on Cross Titans (c. 159) Welcome, this is my guide Bishop, I isGamer, the principal bishop and of course, the owner of this guide, I will do my best to help you with your new bishop or your return, so I hope this guide will help a lot! What is bishop? Bishop is one of the main support class of the game, able to buff,
heal, revive, dissipate, diseases, and raise EXP, at some point even prevent you from dying! They are available from the making of explorer and function offered to the magician, once you hit Lv. 30, you can choose 3 paths, the path of fire/poison (F/P Mage), Ice/Lightning Path (I/L Mage) and the path of the clergyman (Bishop), here's some general information about them: Class:
Explorer/Adventurer. Type of equipment: Magician. Main weapon: staff and wands. Secondary Processing: Magic Book. Primary Stat: Intelligence (INT) Secondary Stat: Luck (LUK) Attack Distance /Ranged: Mobility: Space transport. Average kinetic distance (horizontal), medium-high (vertical). Maggie: Most pros Magis have excellent training skills, except for a few. They also
have very good bossing skills, and some excelled at killing bosses. Mp is very high, unlike most other classes. Magic Guard is a skill known among most mages (except for the monster Tamer and Cana), and allows them to survive like any other class. The cons of most low-lying MAGGIE HP, besides the Bishop and the Battle of Mag, have problems alive. Average to low
defenses, this pair with low HP and you got another problem (unless the money is involved). Some mages don't have push/pull skills, making their training a little high heels at times. Mages who own Magic Guard need to be settled unless you want to get hit one by all in late levels. Bishop: Excellent positives survive, unlike almost every other Mag. Excellent support skills, one of
the most wanted supports in the game. They help a lot to employers with high status and damage diseases, due to their dissipation, resurrection, among others. This class makes training much easier, especially at late levels. Very good damage production in the late levels of cons unfortunately, some bishops and mules are used polishing, for all the reasons mentioned above. Our
mobility is not good compared to other teleporting/flash jumping skills. Against our mage counterparts (I/L and F/P) we don't have a racist reset. makes us somewhat unstable in the leaders. Magicians use INT (intelligence) as the main statistics and LUK (luck) as sub-devices, they do not use STR (strength) or DEX (dexterity) to put all your AP in INT, unless you want some sort of
useless mage, and there is no limit to stats now so every AP goes to INT without thinking again. Magic Guard: The damage to you affects your MP instead of HP. Magic Shield: The magic intensifies in armor for a period of time DEF. (Magic Guard requires more than Lv. 3) Bolt Energy: The vicar consumes to attack one enemy. Enhanced MP: Permanently increases your Mp Max.
Teleport: Allows you to move over the specified distance to other locations on the same map using level arrow keys and skill points 10: +2 Bolt Power (2); +2 Teleport (2); +1 Magic Guard (1) 11: +3 Teleport (Max) 12: +3 Magic Guard (4) 13: +3 Magic Guard (7) 14: +2 Magic Guard (Max) 15: +1 Magic Shield (1); +2 Power Bolt (4) 16: +3 Magic Shield (4) 17: +3 Magic Shield (7)
18: +3 Magic Shield (Max) 19: +3 Power Bolt (7) 20: +3 Power Bolt (10) 21: +3 Bolt Power (13) 22: +3 Bolt Power (16) 23: +3 Power Bolt (19) 24: +1 Power Bolt (Max); +2 megapixel Boost (2) 25: +3 megapixel boost (5) 26: +3 MP Boost (8) 27: +3 megapixel boost (11) 28: +3 MP Boost (14) 29 + 3 MP Boost (17) 30: +3 MP Boost (Maxed) Final Results: Magic Guard: Maxed
Magic Armor: Maxed Energy Bolt: Maxed MP Boost: Maxed Teleport: Maxed Explanation: First we add SP in our main attack for this task, Teleport to navigate and magic ranger because this is the first orange you get, and necessary if you want to Survive, we max teleport immediately to get a good distance from the teleport without a lot of mp problems and then the Magic Guard
to protect yourself with your high MP, and then we max magic shield, it's fairly good negative for high defenses, then put the SP in Bolt's energy to the limit, we leave the rest to the mp push to get an incredible MP increase for each level and the highest mp overall. You end up at the extreme anyway, so do whatever you want. The Sacred Arrow Pros is a very decent attack for the
clergy, unlike how uneasiness Bolt's energy can get. Healing can leave debuff to the undead devil's monsters to deal with additional damage to them when casting other skills. Our special skill is very great when you are at parties, you can benefit much more from supporting people on party questions or party maps playing. Inmunize is very good, damage reduction properties help
with survival a lot, especially at late levels which is almost nothing other mag got. Park is your first support skill, it opens the advanced park for function 4 (an upgraded version of this skill). Cons MP Eater is almost (if not entirely) useless, and the amount of mp you get healed from monsters is trifle, you go better by drinking potions. Holy Arrow has decent damage and set, but it
has a terrible delay and hits a trivial amount of 4 monsters, and the training will surely be slow. Healing skill is very offensive, but only undead attacks or devil monsters, too, debuff acts once, you need to cast healing again if you want to keep these monsters debuffed. Also, a few skills in later jobs heal with more efficiency, making this skill almost useless (this skill is still very
important on function 2 and 3). Grace Band: For each party member you have polished, increase the damage by 3%. In your party, increase your experience gained by 20% (up to a maximum of 3) MP Eater: The MP absorbs the enemy when attacking with magic skills until the enemy MP reaches 0. (Spelling requires mastery lv. 5) healing: HP recovery from all nearby party
members. The undead monsters in the area take the damage of this skill. Invincible: temporarily reduces all damage received. Park: Increases ATT weapons, MAGIC ATT, DEF, and accuracy, avoiding all nearby team members for a specified period of time. They can be stacked with other orange skills. (Lv. 5 Invincible) requires sacred arrows: attacks multiple monsters by firing
sacred arrows. Very effective against the undead monsters and the devil. Spell Mastery: Increases magical mastery and magic attack. High wisdom: INT permanently increases trough mental discipline. Magic Booster: The Mp is consumed to increase the speed of the magical attack by two steps for a specified period. 30: +2 Healing (2); +1 Holy Arrow (1); +1 Spell Mastery (1); +1
Grace Band (Max) 31: +3 Spell Mastery (4) 32: +3 Spell Mastery (7) 33: +3 Spell Mastery (Max) 34: +2 High Wisdom (2); +1 Invincible (1) 35: +3 High Wisdom (Max) 36: +3 Invincible (4) 37: +3 Invincible (7) 38: +2 Invincible (Max) 39: +3 Healing (5) 40 : +3 Healing (8) 41: +3 Healing (11) 42: +3 Healing (14) 43: +3 Healing (17) 44: +3 Healing (Max) 45: +1 Park (1); +1 Magic
Booster (1); +1 MP Eater (1) 46: +3 Park (4) 47: +3 Park (7) 48: +3 Park (Max) 49: +3 Magic Booster (4) 50: +3 Magic Booster (7) 51: +51 3 Magic Booster (Maxed) 0 52: +3 MP Eater (4) 53: +3 MP Eater (7) 54: +3 MP Eater (Max) 55: +3 Sacred (4) 56: +3 Holy Arrow (7) 57 : +3 Holy Arrow (10) 58: +3 Holy Arrow (13) 59: +3 Holy Arrow (16) 60: +3 Holy Arrow (19) Final Results:
Pool Squad: Macside (From The Beginning) MP Eater: Maxed Healing: Invincible Maxed: Maxed Park: Max Sacred Arrow: 19 Spell Mastery: Maxt High Wisdom: Maxed Magic Booster: Maxed Magic Booster: Maxed Explanation: This mission is your introduction to support ing role, we start with the sacred arrow, the main attack of the mission, healing, to make you tanky by healing
your HP, collect Grace automatically adds in fact (and can not be reset), we also add SP to spell mastery and max to have a higher damage base from the beginning of the task, next, max high-wisdom to enhance stats and later on inmunize to reduce damage, and then we finally max heal and then park to start strengthening your party members when doing some party tasks.
Magic Booster is a necessary skill to ast all of your skills faster, especially on the 4th job, the holy arrow is so slow that it begs almost for this buff now. Only 2 skills remain, which are mp eater and holy arrow, we max mp eater first because, even if it is useless, immediately gets replaced the holy arrow on job 3, so wins mp eater for this fact, after Max Mp Eater Left SP goes to the
Holy Arrow and leaves it at 19. Supporters of the sacred symbol is what most bishops want to, For good reason, the EXP boost is too good to ignore. The Holy Magic Shield is a very good defensive boost, it works wonders on some bosses. Dissipation is incredibly useful for boss runs, erasing every known disease case in the game comes in handy (except thunderbolt but that's
affordable with a resistance case). Divine protection allows you to prevent a disease once, reducing the calming with each disease you dissipate. Mystic Door is a free ticket for travel between the city and the map that you are currently instantly, it allows to travel faster, or just a faster trip to the city. Shining Ray immediately replaces the holy arrow, it's a thousand times better than
it was and it's a great training skill overall. Cons you are literally babysitting people from now on with your supportive skills when training. The holy fountain and facilities are limited, and even more on the 4th function, the same applies to shining ray (unfortunately). Mastering space transport is not useful at all except for increasing the scope of space transport, which is good for your
mobility. Dissipation: Invalidates all the magical effects of the enemy within the target area while eliminating all the anomalies experienced by nearby party members. Mystic Door: Creates a gate leading to the nearest town. All party members can use it several times until the gate disappears. Press the arrow key up to move. (Lv Lv. 3) requires the sacred symbol: all members of
the nearby party are temporarily allowed to receive additional EXP during hunting. (Lv Lv. 3) Requires Shining Ray: Multiple enemies attacks simultaneously with a beam of sacred light. Deals the enormous damage to the undead and the devil-type monsters. Master space transport: When activated, enemies in the space transport site will take damage and become distraught.
Also, space transport distance is permanently increased. This skill can be switched and turned off using the skill key. (Telport Lv. 5) requires sacred focus: permanently increases all magical attacks, healing critical rate magic, accuracy, and mastery of magic. (Spell requires mastery of Lv. 10) Sacred Magic Shield: When using the skill, HP is restored by 100%, and the duration of
the holy shield will absorb all damage several times depending on the skill level. The shield can be preserved up to 20 seconds, and when it is activated once, it will not be reactivated for a specified period even when a different character uses sacred magic shell. Calm down 90 seconds overtaking the Arcane overtaking: permanently increases the critical rate and minimal critical
damage. Divine Protection: Create a shield of sacred energy that protects you from the impact of a single case. There's 180 seconds. Negative impact: 40% increase your resistance to situations and elements. When you use a cooler, depending on the number of people in your party, calm ing will be reduced to this skill. Holy Fountain: Call the holy fountain for 60 seconds which
heals 40% of someone's HP if they press up on it (a maximum of 20 heals before it disappears). This one It can be used while Zombify is active. There's 90 seconds. 60: +1 Shining Ray (1); Dissipation (3) 61: +2 Sacred Code (2); +1 Shining Ray (2) 62: +3 Sacred Code (5) 63: +3 Sacred Code (8) 64: +3 Sacred Code (11) 65: +3 Sacred Code (14) 66: +3 Sacred Code (17) 67: +3
Code (Sacred Max) 68: +1 Holy Focus (1) +1 Arcane Overdrive (1); +1 Mystic Door (1) 69: +3 Holy Focus (4) 70: +3 Holy Focus (7) 71: +3 Holy Focus (Max) 72: +3 Arcane Overdrive (4) 73: +3 Arcane Overdrive (7) 74 : +3 Arcane Overdrive (Max) 75: +3 Shining Ray (5) 76: +3 Shining Ray (8) 77: +3 Shining Ray (11) 78: +3 Shining Ray (14) 79: +3 Mystic Door (4) 80 : +3 Mystic
Door (7) 81: +3 Mystic Door (Max) 82: +1 Mastery of Teleport (1); +2 Holy Magic Shield (2) 83: +3 Port Mastery (4) 84: +3 Teleport Mastery (7) 85: +3 Port Mastery (Max) 86: +3 Holy Magic Shield (5) 87: +3 Sacred Magic Shield (8) 88: +3 Holy Magic Shield (11) 89: +3 Holy Magic Shield (14) 90: +3 Holy Magic Shield (17) 91: +3 Holy Magic Shield (Max) 92: +1 Divine Protection
(1); +1 Dissipation (4); +1 Holy Fountain (1) 93: +3 Dissipation (7) 94: +3 Badass (Maxd) 95: +3 Divine Protection (4) 96: +3 Divine Protection (7) 97: +3 Divine Protection (+3) Max) 98: +3 Sacred Fountain (4) 99: +3 Sacred Fountain (7) 100: +3 Sacred Fountain (Maxd) Final Results: Dissipation: Maxt Mystic Door: Maxette Holy Code: Maxed Shining Ray: 14 Teleport Mastery :
Maximum Sacred Focus: Max Sacred Magic Shield: Maxi Arcane Overdrive: Maxi Divine Protection: Max the Holy Fountain: Maxed Explanation: We start by putting sp for our awesome new attack shining ray, then some SP so you can open the holy symbol on dissipation, then we max the holy symbol immediately for obvious reasons, then we put SP on our cons (Holy Focus and
Arcane Overdrive) , then we max in order said a decisive push optimization and we are going to bright ray for more damage and training faster, although we leave it at 14, unfortunately. Go the next mystic door because the training spots that will be on making this skill useful only in case you need to return to the city. Now we go to Teleport technology, use it if you want, but I don't
see it necessary, only Max to increase the distance and holy max then the magic shield to support yourself and party members as well, the skills left are dissipating, the sacred fountain and divine protection, going to dissipate, some SP was on it already so just go ahead and max it, then go for divine protection, these skills previously said they have a more use in the 4th job than in
this function that Be honest. All that's left there is a sacred fountain, just put the rest of your o there, found no real use of this skill at any point of work, put it a bit of work and customer, and you're not well with the healing still. Pros: Bishops have some fun training methods, going from Genesis to the Big Bang until Ray's angel in some cases, generally your training amusing from
now on. Advanced Park is an efficient party supporting skill and it's a useful buff anywhere, apart from the sacred symbol of course. Resurrection gives a second chance to party members who have died, this skill may not be used often because no one likes to die but... Angel Ray is an excellent bossing skill and very safe, it also cures you and party members, making it more
useful. Target Arc finishes your damage production and Infiniti makes you deal with crazy damage for a certain period of time. Maple Warrior is a boost that everyone needs (and every class has), it's effects become more pronounced with the money placed on the class. Cons: Angel Ray's bossing abilities are good, but the skill is slow and depends a little on the distance, and
makes you try to find amateur attack speed, if you want to properly coach for the previous reason, Bishop is a little behind it's mage counterparts (I/L and F/P) in terms of bosses, if you are looking for high easy damage to employers, Bishop is quite a challenge after that. Grace harmony: Grace band boost damage for each polished party member is increased to 5%. A mastery
book is required to master the skill to level 30. Big Bang: Collects energy to form an energy vortex, culminating in a powerful sacred explosion that damages multiple enemies simultaneously. This skill can reduce the enemy defenses by 10% 4 times, the counter will appear above them infinity: lets you use skills without spending mp and has a chance to move the power position on
the hit. Constantly restores HP and MP, and increases the damage of all attack magic. Enemy attacks will not remove this effect. (Cool: 3 minutes) Angel Ray: Attacks with holy arrow, dealing with massive sacred damage. Very effective against the undead or devil type monsters. Party members will be healed in the path of the arrow by Bmuth: a call to Bmuth for a specified period.
Bahumut can attack mulitple monsters at once. Resurrection: Revive a member of the party using a beam of holy light. Cooling of 300 seconds Genesis: A sacred ray of light shines from the sky, burning multiple monsters simultaneously. Deals with enormous sacred damage to all targets. This skill has increased the chance of grit. While this skill is to calm down, the big bang
charging requirement is cleared. Will Hero: By focusing your mind, you can ignore some of the abnormal state effects. However, this will not work on all the effects of the abnormal situation. POV Mastery: Permanently increases att magic. The duration of all self-appliing amateurs will increase when you learn this skill. Mysterious Target: Ignores part of the enemy's defense when
attacking. Damage that increases have dealt with successive attacks. Stacks up to 5 times. Advanced Park: Greatly increases the nearby PARTY member ATT, Magic ATT, Dave, Accuracy, Avoid, HP Max, and Max MP. When the skill is used, MP consumption will be reduced. It could be. with other orange skills, except for park. (Requires PARK LV. 10). I would like to make it
clear that the mastery book system has been changed, and now some NPC in Hennesses and YYYRE (those that sell potions in the general store if I'm not mistaken) sell mastery books for 3M (Lv. 20) and 5m (Lv. 30), and they operate 100%, including Maple Warrior. Note I'm not quite sure how new 4 job building works, because now you can get a lot of SP from level to level and
max everything much earlier for unknown reasons, still, max skills in the order you appear. I have to check this later, for now, I'm sticking to this building. 100: +1 POV Mastery (1); +1 Mastery (1); +1 Advanced Park (1); +1 Big Bang (1) +1 Genesis (1); +1 Grace Harmony (Max) 101-103: +3 Mastery POV (Max) 104: +1 Advanced Park (2); +2 Big Bang (3) 105-110: +3 Advanced
Park (Maxd) 11 1-119: +3 Big Bang (Maxd) 120: +2 Genesis (3); +3 Big Bang (Maxd) 120: +2 Genesis (3); +1 Angel Ray (1) 121-129: +3 Genesis (Max) 130-139: +3 Target Bracket (Maxd) 140: +2 Angel Ray (3); +1 Resurrection (1). 141-149: +3 Angel Ray (Maxd) 150-159: +3 Infinity (Max) 160-162: +3 Resurrection (Max) 1 +3 Maple Warrior (Max) 173-182: +3 Bahamout (Max)
183-184: +3 Hero Will (Max); +1 Unused SP 185-200: +3 unused/SP residue (up to a maximum of 52). Explanation: We start by putting SP in FOV Mastery, Advanced Park, Big Bang and Travel Configuration, Max Harmony Grace is Max's Automatic Max once you start working, Max Pov mastery, as it gives more time to your amateur and this is something you really need from
now on, then we go to support our advanced Orange Park and we continue by Max Big Bans to get higher damage and training faster, then Genesis, it's literally bomb platform yet. After our main grinding skills are maximum, we max Arcane aim to increase our production very gentle damage for any conditions involving damage. Now that we have reached our maximum major
training skills, we have put The Angel Ray sp and on this point, you will start to get hyper skills (see information and build below), we immediately max Angel Ray since we arrived, then you get your Hyper Skill which allows it to be a trained skill, and yet be super excellent if you really want to start overcoming from now on. We are now Infinity Max, it works wonders with your
damage and gentle metrics with pov mastery. At this point, you're going to start grinding in high-level places and you've already got everything to the max except Resurrectioin, Maple Warrior, Bahamut and Hero Will, Max Resurection first until you get it out of the way, Maple Warrior goes next because it's your final orange, At this point you may have a lot of INT that skill will shine
more than if you had reached it much earlier (apart from the fact that people may already have reached the maximum around the level at which you have begun to put the SP on it). Bahamut and Hero will are left to put SP on, go ahead and max It's very minor importance at this point and the same for Will Heroz (you've already got dissipated on your hands so that it becomes
pretty neglible as a skill for you overall). Note: Career progressisation is the same for every explorer, the only thing that changes is: branch class Explorer, NPCs involved in your career progressand the task that is currently. As a beginner to the 1st job you need to be Lv. 10 in order to be Maggie, when you reach this level, you can go to Ellinia and talk to the really old Grendell, he
automatically posts you in the magician (in other ways, Maggie). 1Job 2 When you reach Lv. 30, you need to go back to Ellinia and talk back to the same General People's Council (Greendale), he will ask you what job you choose, and you get to choose 3 ways, which are fire/poison track, Ice/Lightning track or clergyman track. You should have in mind what path to choose now (a
clergyman in this case, if not you're in the wrong manual). After you choose your choice, you will be teleported to the map where certain monsters appear, defeat these monsters to get an item (dark marble), you need to get 30 of these items in order to get out of the map and jobs in advance, when you do, you need to talk back to the same NPC (Greendale) and he will function in
advance for you from magician to cleric. Congratulations! A long way to go is how to get to work quickly: take the Victoria Island Taxi to Elenia, if you follow my training guide then you should be near Ellinia. 2job 3rd function when you reach LV. 60, click on the light bulb on your left, accept the quest with career advancement (clearly depicted in red letters) and then go to the
female, specifically to the main residence (a house with a gate in it, it's easy to find), there's talk to Robeira NPC, she'll ask you to choose a particular item, after accepting the quest, go to a map called Ice Valley III, there's entering the gate all the way up, and you will be asked by the Chinese People's National People's Congress if you want to enter, say yes and enter. The
following map called Sharp Cliff I there you will see the white crystal right in front of you, enter it like a normal gate and you will reach a map called the Holy Land in Snowfield, go all the way down and click a huge black stone called holy stone, you will be teleported to a cave with green crystals all over it, you will go all the way to the right and you will see the boss (clone
Greendale), defeat and choose the item that falls (black magic). After completing the quest, returning to the nath and talking to Robeira, she will take the item to a job that finally offers you from clergyman to priest. Congratulations! Almost there. 3Job 4to function when you reach Lv. 100, click on the light bulb on your left, accept the quest with career progression and head to
Leafre, there go to the map called The Antelope Valley and enter the mouth of a fancy wooden figure on the top of the map, after Map (Priest's Forest) speak ing to Gritto, it will ask 2 items (heroic Pentagon and heroic star) that are dropped from Manon and Griffey, the NPC can teleport you to any of the employers (you have to head on the next one when you kill the first one, the
killing order is matterless) the presidents can Deal some damage so not be sure to be healed constantly, and beware of 1/1 (reduces HP/MP to 1), it's very serious, don't forget that it can dissipate your amateur (except for the magic guard and thank God) and it can stun you (can't dissipate thunderbolt). When you defeat them, choose the item they drop. Head to the same map
that you saw in Gritto and talk to that CNP, and you will go ahead with the work in advance of you from priest to bishop. Congratulations! You are now officially a bishop! This section is about some tips and other things to improve or just say some advice about the class itself. Tips: You can actually save money on fittings, since Tot's know how the manual gives the equipment all
10 levels up to 60 (from 20 to 60). If you want to save a lot of money on potions, Max heals earlier when you first blow 2 function and have a familiar dance son with 3 biobies, this little friend helps you a great time starting with 2function, as it saves you a lot of MP potions. Genesis + Big Bang Combo is the best training method for you, make sure genesis cast when it is turned on in
a lull to keep the Big Bang spam, when you're low on HP, use Angel Ray and HP goes to full again, simple! The maximum orange mastery should be earlier because each buff that affects you is affected by this negative. Again, you can skip the 4 th job building, you're at the end of everything maxing anyway, just remember to keep using the books mastering them to maximum of
the skills involved, and try not to mess it up either, because you will regret it at some point. This is a new additional option added to each category once they reach 140, starting from this point, you will receive skill points at certain intervals of 10 levels. There are 3 tabs in total when you open the hyper-skill window, namely: Negative Boost Stat: almost self-explanatory, enhanced
key statistics and some few other stats you may need, just make sure you put the SP in the hypers you need and have opened so far. Enhancing negative skills: enhances specific skills and functions, reduces their calming, increases the number of times or number of goals that can reach the skill, increases damage or adds any other extras. Active Attacks/Buff Skills: They're used
like any other natural/orange skill, most incredibly powerful hyper attacks and most boosts give you really good chances of high damage or good endurance. With that, I'll explain the hypers below, they're posted on each section, too, the first section (Negative Stat Boost) is almost the same for all classes. Negative Stat boost: Hyperstrength: Permanently increases STR. 50 When I
learned) unlocked on arrival at Lv. 140 Hyperdexterity: permanently increases DEX. (B50 when I learned) unlocked when accessing Lv. 140 Hyperintelligence: Permanently increases INT. (by 50 when I learned) unlocked when accessing Lv. 140 Hyper-Luck: Permanently increases LUK. (by 50 when I learned) unlocked when you reach Lv. 140 Hyper Critical: Permanently
increases the rate of critical injury. (by 10% when learning) unlocked when you reach Lv. 198 hyper accuracy: permanently increases accuracy. (by 20% when learning) unlocked when you reach Lv. 158 Hyper Health: Hp Max (by 15% when you learn) is permanently increased unlocked when you access Lv. 192 Hyper Mana: permanently increases the maximum MP. (15% when
learning) unlocked when you access Lv. 186 Hyper Defense: Permanently increases def weapon. (by 500 when you learn) unlocked when you access Lv. 165 Hyper Magic Defense: Permanently increases Magic DEF. (by 500 when you learn) unlocked when you access Lv. 174 Hyper Speed: Permanently increases speed of motion. (by 10% when learning) unlocked when you
reach Lv. 152 hyper jump: permanently increases jumping. (by 10% when learning) unlocked upon arrival at Lv. 146 Enhanced Negative Skill: Holy Magic Shield - Extra Guard: Increases the number of guards shell sacred magic. (Two additional guards) unlocked upon arrival at Lv. 183 Holy Magic Shield - Continuation: Increases the duration of the holy magic shell. (+5 seconds)
unlocked when you reach Lv. 162 Holy Magic Shield - Cooldown Cutter: Reduces the cool sacred magic shell. (-50% calm) unlocked when you access Lv. 143 sacred code - experience: increases your EXP earned when using the sacred code. (20% additional XP) unlocked upon access to Lv. 168 sacred code - setting: increases the resistance of disease status and all elements
of the use of the sacred symbol. (10% + of both) unlocked when you access Lv. 189 holy code - item drop: Your drop rate increases when you use the sacred code. (30% additional drop rate) unlocked upon arrival at Lv. 149 Mubarak Advanced - Ferocity: Increases the effectiveness of the attack advanced blessed weapons and the magic attack batch. (increase by 20 on Monday)
unlocked on arrival at Lv. 195 Mubarak Advanced - Boss Killer: Increases the damage to bosses again by 10%. Unlocked on arrival at Lv. 177 Mubarak Advanced - Extra Point: Increases the effectiveness of hp Max Parked Advanced and Max MP batch. (+1000 HP/MP) unlocked on arrival at Lv. 155 Active Attacks / POV Skills: Sky Door: Knocking on the door to the sky to punish
enemies and bless your allies at the same time. Opens in Lv. 170 (MP cost: 500, hit enemies: 15, damage: 1000%, number of attacks: 8, protects allies from one KO. Cooldown: 180 seconds) Epic Adventure: Summon courage in depth to increase production damage and maximum damage. Opens in Lv. 200 (MP cost: 100, duration: 60 seconds, damage: +10%, maximum
damage: +500,000. 222 seconds. Angel: Fuel your body with the wrath of angel revenge. Opens in Lv. 150 (cost MP: 100, Magic ATT: 50, Monster DEF Ignore: 20%, Number of Attacks: 4, Max Damage: +5000000, increase attack speed by 1. works only with Teleport and Angel Ray.) Now, you will wonder, what to add while you are at a higher level? There will be some builds
below: Negative Stat Boost: Hyper Int (this is clear) Hyper Critical (more critical = more red numbers = more damage) hyper health (just in case you really think you're still low) hyper mana (more MP allows us to tank more hits) Hyper Hyper DEF / Magic DEF (good defenses for high-leveling places, put one both if you want). Enhanced Passive Skill (Training): Holy Magic Shield Sacred Symbol of The Brodon Cutter - Sacred Symbol Of The Drop Item - Sacred Symbol - Advanced Preparation Blesses - Enhance The Skills of Bassi (Busing): The Sacred Symbol of (2005) - Sacred Symbol For the 2000- The Killer Advanced Bless - the chip that is used in training, makes you use half of your SP service package for HS hyperbole, one for faster training, the
other to take advantage of drops and another one that is to be a little more generally resistant, Adv. Park is getting more damage while training and enhancing your party member's very nice damage, and the cool cut for holy magic shield is also nice because you can throw more often so you can defend yourself from a few hits (more). Building bossing is about the same build but
we switch hyper HMS to another advanced hyper bless which in this case is Boss Keller, this way you can orange you and damage the head of your party member to get more damage while fighting bosses, apart from that, you can take advantage of their drops and you can tolerate diseases and put them often that way. Active Attacks/Buff Skills: This is easy, you get 3 SP per
skill, so it goes like this: Angel Avenging: Fuel your body angrily a vengeful angel. [Opens in Lv. 150] (Put in 150) Heaven's Door: Knock on the door to the sky to punish enemies and bless your allies at the same time. [Opens in Lv. 170] (Set in 170) Epic Adventure: A brave call in depth to increase production damage and maximum damage. Opens at Lv. 200 [opens in Lv. 200]
(put in 200) This section is about training patches, right now, I can't quite point out the best training points given that every single thing about it got changed, please hang around for future updates since this section is currently being tested. Questions and answers like the title says, this is a Q&amp;A section, and after the questions asked about us bishops, as well as some of the
things involving us, some questions may not be logical or very good, but I see these often, so I will post my answer to these questions. Q: Is the bishop worth the funding? A: Depends, a lot actually, the first big thing that Lacking is the reset element (which I/L and F/P Mage owns, apart from a few other classes too), and you will get to cut your damage in hard employers and even
more cut in mess heads or so, making your finance a little useless in the end, however, there are still a lot of funded bishops out there that do a great deal of damage in bosses. Q: Which of the 3 Mags is actually better? A: F/P for bossing, no contest, I/L in the middle, depends whether you fund it or not, bishop is for resistance and training. Q: How many extra EXP gives it the
sacred symbol? A: If I'm not mistaken, the sacred code gives extra 1.5 EXP for you and your party members, if you add a negative hyper buff to HS, you will earn 1.7 EXP instead of 1.5 EXP, and party members will still get the same amount of EXP regardless of whether you have is hyper or not. This amateur stacks up with 1.5/2x EXP coupons, 2x events and other types of EXP
enhancement elements, it can't stack with arby friends (from the Tamer Monster) exp buff skill. Q: I don't like Ray's new angel very much: this is from your point of view, I find Ray Angel much better than before, I was able to coach now and heal + attacking properties it lets you not waste any dose at all! I find a renewal of this good skill, if you know what you are doing, you will
become like ar able at some point. Q: Does our excessive skill in the door of heaven greet the dead party members? A: No, however, it prevents party members from dying once, which is the best way. Q: Is the inclusion of the skill name appropriate at all? A: The list of questionable important skills is: Bolt Energy/Holy Arrow/Ray Shining: On their whole jobs, they're the main skills
grinding, but on job 4 you get Genesis + Big Bang combo so every other training skill becomes neglible. Holy Fountain: On 3function may be good to go, but when you hit 4 posts and see how efficiently ray angel's healing is, you will feel this skill becomes useless from that point. Mastery of Teleport: This skill is useless from the beginning, and the only good thing he has is to
increase the scope of teleport, otherwise, it is useless. Bhamat: It's sad to say that this call was the glory days, but now that you've got a lot of offensive skills that make you independent of any call, then the importance of Bhammut in this job is not at all, you can still call it, and it's worth it. Hero's will: For the bishop, the will of the hero is not very relevant, it has a long calming and
diseases that dissipate are actually also part of the diseases squandered, and the squandered has no calm at all (besides, it's more reliable), making the hero will neglible as well. Epic Adventure: If you never fund a bishop then epic adventure is not entirely relevant, but if you are, then this skill is a complete gift from heaven (on the point at which you are staring to reach a high
amount of damage and have a generally high range). When At a party you may wonder what a party is, it's basically a group/team of players, and this team allows mutual support and overall continuous activity, your business is buff with your excellent skills and enhanced party backup with your healing and support capabilities. If you train, attack with people, don't hug the
rope/ladder like most lazy people do, you can also attack, and the renovation was good enough to make you strong or at least decent. If you're a boseng, solo requires funding so you may forget it right now, if someone else is actually bosing and you're just there to polish, then make sure you keep a person's horse in full, cast the sky door (when you get it) and resurrection in case
of his death and it's a disease of the condition, even if it doesn't seem so, then she probably thank it. Social if you don't get to make friends in this game, you're going to get bored very fast, remember this is a multiplayer diamond online RPG, so making friends is the main thing here if you want to keep the hype during training, befriend people, join a decent, active and useful guild
and have fun with your life on MS! Disclaimer this directory is completely owned by me, and I'm the only one who edits this directory and anyone who dares to copy this guide paste elsewhere needs my permission (which is not because you don't have the rights to steal the efforts of others). Credits I would like to thank: Mr.Basil for allowing me to post in his site and being a nice
person, I also thank him for creating Basilmarket and keeping it safe! I thank the people who helped me and gave me ideas to improve this guide, and I owe you all so much! Thanks for reading! Reading!
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